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Microcomputers A Way fOr Teachers to Cope

David Squires Advisoiy Unit for Computer Based Education, Hertfordshire County Council

Geoffry Coward
Hertfordshire Educational Television Unit, Hertfordshire County Council

Although everyone 'is currently being bombarded
with publicity about the micro-electronics revolution
most people are only Tare .9.1 insignificant applica-
uons of this technology. The subtle and fundamental
effects on the structure of society governing the way
in which we hve are nut obvious. Education is no
exception to the 'effects' of this revolution arrd many
teachers are unaware of implied 'changes in the curri-
culum and also in inethOds of teaching.

As far as changing the_ way that teachers teach
and chidurn learn, computers provide an interactive
form of learning in a. way that no other resource can
do. Diagram I attempts to.explain this.

WithM this communications model the user

receives initial inlormatton from the program -and

Diagram 1

responds to the program through the medium of the
computer. The program uses this response to 'deter-
mine it's readtion. This program/user interaction con-
tinues as the program runs.

This form of interaction enables new learning
techniques to be introducql which have the potential
to changt; the boundaries of knowledge. These learning
techniques include simulation of exPerience impossible
to achieve inside the class(oom; using and changing
modeli to explain ideas and observations; and the
testing of personal hypotheses using information
retrieva l. techniques.

miceocornputer used in the ways indicated
above is 'enabling' educational processes to take place
and therefOn; it does not appear as an objedt of study
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In its own right it Is simply there as a means of
supporting and extending learning activities. Con-
ceived in this way:the use of microcomputers could
be subject to the same sort of problems associated
with any form of educational technology.

We have identified six areas of difficulty which
face the teacher using educational technology:

(i) Educational Technology, unlike a specific
discipline, has a role to'play relevant to the whole
curriculum and therefore can only be de-fined in
operational terms. For many teachers this idea
presents a genuine conceptual leap.

(ii) Until recently there has been no real considera-
tion of Software's contribution to Educational
Technology apart.from its use to enable the hard-

: ware to function. Such a view of software's role
has g4nerated a misconception of thearacter
of educational technology encouraging the
emphasis to be on operational competence at the
expense of educational use.

(iii) Traditionally Educational Technology is seen

purely in a role supporting conventional
approaches to teaching, with little regard, if any,
paid to its inovatory capacity.

(iv) The conventional ernphasis on operational com-
petence has , tended to produce a reluctance
amongst teachers to use, let alone experiment
with, Educational Technology.

(v) Users committed to one form of Educational
Technology very often lack the motivation to
use anotherform.

(vi) Some users of educational technology lack the
critical appraisal necessary to make decisions as
to when the use of Educational Technology is
educationally legitimate.

- We feel that many of_these problems are relevant
to microcomputers:-

(i) Computers have traditionally been . seen within
a Computer Studies context. This makes it more
difficult for them to be conceived of in an,

educational technology role.

Computers are often used for their own sake, with
little attempt made to justiortheir Me On-purely
educational grounds. This generates a disregard
for the software. This problem is accentuated in
the case of the microcomputer because currently
there is relatively generous hardware provision
and only a limited amount of good software.
This situation encourages a pro-occupation,with
hardware.
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(iii) As with other forms of educational technology
teachers are lOoking for ways to use micro-
computers which are merely substitutes for

,things which are already being done, rather than
explditing the microcomputer's capabilities for

_i producing change. This tends to belittle the
credibility of using the microcomputer across
the curriculum.

(iv) Many people instinctively fear computers.
Consequently, there is a pre-occupation with
operational competency which makes the em-
phasis on the use of hardware even more signifi:
cant.

(v) The characteristics of teachers who have pre-
viously made a commitment to some aspect of
educational technology do not necessarily mean
that thay will be sympathetic to the use of a
microcomputer, In fact their previous,experience,,,
!may be detrimental to their appreciation of
computer based education.

(vi) The conception that any use of microcombuters
as an educational resource is axiomatically
applicable tends to create trivial and on occasions
educationallydestructive uses of,micrOcomputers.

From the above list it would seem appropriate to
consider the educationalmplications of the use of
miciocomputers within the accumulated experience
of educational technology, Therefore by disseminating
the educational technologists' answers to these

problems a realistic framework coukl be formed in

which teachers could develop their use of micro-
computers, Such attempts at dissemination have

significant implications to those involved in In-
. .

Sevice Training. .!`,
Hertfordshire Education Authority has attempted

,
to produce sCheme for In-Service Training in Educa-

tional Tech
i

logy and it has become apparent that
the essentiel problems associated with a scheme such
as this are:

1. ,, The need to develop a general awareness:within
,,,' the teachers of the role educational technology

plays in the classroom.
,

2. TO break down the subject orientated pre-
conceptions on which some teachers base their
evaluation of educational technology.

To co-ordinate the contributions from the various
institutions concerned with educational tech-
nology in the County.

Hertfordshire Advisory CoUncil for Educaticinal
Technology (HACET) was born in 1977 and amongst
its aims were to consider and advise on future planning
and to co-ordinate all individuals and groups with an



intelest in educational technology. In-service.training
was on area of specific responsibility f or which a sub,

committee was formed._
The committee organised a seminar to discuss the

activities of ITIACET in general and In-ServiceTraining
iii deiail, with it view to defining the initial stages of a
training programme. -The remainder of this artkle
deals with the practical developments of one approach
.wh(ch was formulated in depth with reference to
microcompu ters.

The essential diffi of this approach was to provide
d traming"module in which tkie uses of haidware and
software were fundamimtally linked.Diagrom 2
shows the idea behind the approach.

' Diagram 2

After considering whether educational technology
is an appropriate approach in this context, its use is
considered in terms of preparation before the lesson,
prewntation during the lesson, and evaluation after
the lesson has taken place.

The specific application which was consiffered was
the use of a computer assisted learning (CAL) pro-
gram. We considered what any subject teacher needed
to know in order to use such prograrns\efettively.
Diagram 3 attemPts to state these requirements with
respect to the ideas shown on Diagram 2.

This was all very well as a hypothetical exercise,
but would such an approach work using an apparently

WWI EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY?

,Aids to more effective learning.

ii) To aSsist in ,specific learning situations
e.g. class, grolip or indiVidual learning.

Lii) By making .a wide range ol resources available
the Leacher is In d positiOn to select the
most effective weans for leerning.

iv) Materiais can be re-used, therefore saving
unnecessary wa:taye of time and money.

1)

2)

3)

PREPARATION'

1)

2)

PRESENTATION

Pc):;itio),1 my of equipment

Layo.ut of classroom

Method of operation

Operation during lesson

Reiationship to bhe
learning- situation.

SAFETY
4) Avdilabillty of resources

5) Preview of ready-made 3) First line maintenance/

materialS or care.

61 preparation-of own
matc,rial,

EVALUATION

. Does te technology
achieve the desire'd

objectives?
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complicated piece of technology like a microcom-
puter? We decided 'to put it to the test.

To record the implementation of this approach we
undertook a classroom observation. This observation

was recorded using three video cameras and two
microphones; one camera was used to record directly
the output of the microcom uter. We felt that
information we recorded was Irepresentative of ow
conception of the problems nd also showed the
potential of the classroom use of educational tech-
nology. In the light of the a ove we decided to
produce an in-service training programme demon-
strating the use'of Educational Technology in general,
aniff of CAL specifically, which was based upon this

Diagram 3

record of our ,observations. The programme was
designed to emphasise ()Or theoretical approach to
educational technology.

The specific CAL unit used was concerned with
the siting of a motorway. It was used by a geography
teacher in a third year humanities, course in one of
Hertfordshire's comprehensive schools. (Note 2)

In Diagram 3 we attempted to.consider a.structure
for using Educational Technology which identified
particular factors which a teAher should consider
before, during, and after using a miC:rocomputer.
The need for adequate preparation by the teacher was
emphasised in the programme during the introductory
sequence. The teacher was shown previewing teach

<WHY CAL?

/ -

,1) Extension arid reinforcement of
curriculum.

2) Introduction of new forms of
learnirl apd,teaching.

PREPARATION

I) Software previeW

2) 'Hardware operation:

a) Connection and positioning
of viival display units. ,

b) Connection and initialisation
8.f peripheral devices, e.g.
printer.

c) Loading.RASIC - if necessary.

d) Lmading .a CAL program.

Knowledge of 'systems' commands
on the Micro.

--I SAFETY
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1 )

PRESENTATION

Mode of use:

a) Demonstration

h) Project use *4

c) Indiyidual use.

2) Integration into the
JeSson.

3) Integration with other.
learning resources.

4/ Running ihp program -
type of lispr/prngram
.intorfacP.

EVALUATION

WAS the computer essential?

What advan6ges did its use pro4ce?

Ohat disadvantages did its use produce?



ing materials which included overhead projector
transparencies,Thhotographic lides and the computer
program. The video programme commentary stated
that the teacher was considerg how.to use these
different types of resources in a integrated fashion.
As a microcomputer program w\as a relativelynew
experience she was shown taking particular care in
her preview of the program. At tF1e same time the
teacher had the opportunity to f.ptiliarise herself
with the bask operation of the egbipment and to
think carefully about the effect that lardware con-
straints have on classroom managerne t and lesson
preparation. She decided to use the rni .rocontputer
in conjunction with an overhead arid firnstrip pro-
jector, following the 'demonstration' mo le of use
(Diagrani 3).

The decision to use the _equipment in\demon-
,

stration mode imposes particular contraint\ upon
lesson presentation and, classrooni organisatio' ,The
lesson presentation was desicjned to actively in olve
the children rn the use of the various rescailr\ces.

Dcagrara -4 -demonstrates how the .teacher effects a
communication between her clasS and the technology.
Iri this particular case she has decided that at sortie

/stage in her classroom practice the class member
will be dlivided into a series of workinggroups enabling \
her tcyuse their direct experiences in conjunction with \
the relevant resource. \

Bearing all these factors in mind she decided to \

arrange her classourn in the way shown in Diagram \

5: As well as enabling her to use the various resources
easily and ef ficiently this classroom organisation
permitted group activities to develop naturally.

The remainder of the video programme is an edited
version of the initial classroom observation designed
to highlight the approach outlined in this article.
Although decisions had to be taken in making the
videotape, in order to condenseotwo hours of class-
room practice, we hope that the result is a true
reflection of the teacher's experience.

Wo intend that the video programme will be used
as an in-training resource in conjunction with a
demohstration of the microcomputer and in general
discussion of the use of EduCational Technology.

2,

Diagram 4

, 1.: SO URC

tes

We have used program to refer to a set of instructions
for a computer, and programme to refer to a structured
video tape rectarding.

St. Michael's R,C. School, Watford.
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